Anderson suggested that the temperature dependence of the normal-state Hall coefficient in the high-T, superconductors comes from two distinct relaxation rates: a longitudinal relaxation rate (~, , ) due to holon-spinon scattering and a transverse relaxation rate (~H ) 
The observed temperature ( T) dependence of the normal-state dc resistivity (p~, ) and Hall coefficient (RH ) of the high-T, superconductors demonstrates an apparent inconsistency that remains diScult to explain. pd, increases linearly with T, ' and (v", v ) are the x and y components of E and v, respectively. Note that we intentionally excluded the z-axis components in Eq. (2) (5) where the minus and plus refer to cyclotron-resonanceactive (CRA) and cyclotron-resonance-inactive (CRI) modes, respectively. Equation (5) predicts that cyclotron resonance will be observed at co=co,rH/r«with a width given by I lr« One can .possibly understand these results within the context of Anderson's theory' by Also, the dc results are, qualitatively, consistent with Anderson's model. ' Furthermore, it is easy to verify that for v"=~H and m"=mH, Eqs. (4a) and (4b) ' ' from their analysis of the Hall data.
The experimental condition u((mT in this limit is favorable for observation of helicon propagation in the high-T, superconductors at very low frequencies. Model calculations for such helicon wave propagation in the cyclotron-resonance-active mode are shown in Fig. 1 
